Interiors for living

20 years of experience in
Remodeling
New construction
Space planning
Color palette
Office interior
Work station
Home interiors
Partitions
Ceiling decoration
Flooring
Blinds
Paintings

Coustomise design
Landscape design
Furniture design
Lighting design

‘

THERE IS
BEAUTY
ALL
ARROUND
WHEN
THERE`S
LOVE AT
HOME

We Indians are much like the French when it comes to aesthetics. Open the window
to a new world of delicate designs & intrinsic interiors - where versatility, cost effectiveness, color & mood, the smart look, high technological balance - all form the endless lust to your satisfaction backed by thorough research, excellent teamwork & right
choice of accessories.
Excellent design that exudes great taste is not limited to any particular design style.
Our projects run the gamut from classic to modern, and contemporary city lofts to
rustic mountain retreats. Commercial or residential each project is exciting uniquely
tailored to the individual needs and expectations of our clients.
As a company, we prefer a collaborative approach to design that encourages our clients to develop and hone their own style and taste. We provide value to our clients
by discouraging short-lived trends, opting instead for quality and timelessness. The
final design ensures a beautiful, comfortable, and most importantly a functional space
for our clients. We recognize that the most important element in our designs is the
people who use them in the end.

Our Listed Corporates

Our Team
We maintain in payroll - Carpenter, Electricians,
Installers & Fixers, Masons & Civil Engineer. This
variety of employee forms a comprehensive team
which provide the clients the best array of services in the most prompt time.
Our consultancy team comprises Architects, Construction Technologists, Civil Engineers, Structural
Engineers, Electrical Engineer, Fire Detection &
Fighting System Expert, Resource Management Expert, Graphics Painter, Sculptor, Interior Architects
& many more.

OUR PRODUCT RANGE INCORPORATES

“I would like to thank all our invaluable Customers, Principals, Business Partners and Employee for their continuous
support and strength given to us in our progressive success, and realizing our vision and goals.
Over the 20 years, Charu Furniture has become synonymous with exquisite taste, unparalleled service, and unmatched
quality. Operating with the utmost in business ethics, we are known for our reliability and attention to detail on every
project making your experience with us authentically different. We lend our expertise and passion for design to
each commercial and residential project we undertake. As a collective team, the designers create both modern and traditional designs with a unique twist, turning any space into a powerful expression of the client’s personality.
As an established Seattle interior design firm, we have strong collaborative relationships with numerous architectural
firms throughout the region. In addition, we have developed working relationships with an extensive list of artists and
craftspeople that help realize our design solutions. As an award winning interior design firm, we have received accolades for residential design, including new-build construction and remodels, hospitality and commercial design.
We fervently hope and pray that we will continue to be inspired by this noble guidance and grow from strength to
strength in the years to come. Last but not the least, I express my sincere gratitude to all those who are involved with
our company and with their active co-operation, well wishes and faith that we are achieving new heights day after day.
I also take this opportunity to express my commitment on behalf of the company that
their interests will always be our main concern and motive.”
Thanks and Regards
Bishnupada Biswash
Director

We do new project and remodeling where the office interior decoration part is
concern. We apply our best thoughts by our expertise designer and architecture.
and engaged in offering architectural designing services to our corporate clients,
which gives aura to the infrastructure. All these services are rendered in accordance with prevailing industry standards and set norms. Further, with the help of
our experienced team we are able to offer innovative designs as per the specific
requirements and demand of our clients.

Space is at a premium in cubicles, so people often use the area under their feet
for storage. You may have your computer tower, a tangle of power cords and
maybe even boxes, bags and an extra pair of shoes under your desk. Remove
these items if possible, organize anything that's left.
We are applying our best thoughts and process to design and installation the ultimate space saving office area, with cubicles and separate cabin space.

Home, the sweet home is our basic photo frame of your life. We’ve all got some
sort of idea of how our dream home might look. Some of us have just got to
have a pool, while others want clever modern design, sustainability, or integration with natural elements. No matter what it is that makes your dream home
unique, here are a few examples of homes where people have been able to realize some of their greatest home design fantasies.

Whether you have an open floor plan or just want to create more private, cozy
spaces in your home the right room divider can make all the difference. The
photos in this post go well beyond a folding screen and instead use everything
from shrubbery to curtains to nautical rope to create beautiful, unique spaces.
We apply the amazing room divider thoughts actually for office and home internal decoration.

The false ceiling enhance the architecture of a room. In addition to the aesthetic
value, false ceiling serves numerous purposes and solutions to various architectural as well as decoration issues.
We apply POP boards, Gypsum Board and wooden part with our specific design
concept, depending on the climates and customers nature of use.

Choosing a flooring design to complement your home and décor can be a creative and enjoyable process. Here is a how-to tip from professional designers who
are always on the lookout for colors, color combinations, textures, finishes,
We apply the best effort to procure your dreams by our amazing concept of floor
designing.

Home, the sweet home is our basic photo frame of your life. We’ve all got some
sort of idea of how our dream home might look. Some of us have just got to
have a pool, while others want clever modern design, sustainability, or integration with natural elements. No matter what it is that makes your dream home
unique, here are a few examples of homes where people have been able to realize some of their greatest home design fantasies.

Light & color both reflect the mood in which your interior & state of mind are &
we know how best we can make them portray your individuality – your unique
essence.
Color scheming also plays an important role – Vibrant usage of colors; proper
color balancing; use of choice of colors to enhance the inherent image – all have
been ours specialties.

It's the perfect place to "put yourself out there"
and display the art, colours, and collections that
you love. Living room decorating speaks volumes
about your personality and how you view to the
world,

A dining room is a room for consuming food. In
modern times it is usually adjacent to the kitchen
for convenience in serving, although in medieval
times it was often on an entirely different floor
level.

Decorating a child’s bedroom is an important part
of the comfort of the child’s bedroom. Therefore it
should be noted that the bedrooms are decorated
appropriately and our children will love it.

It does not matter if your kitchen is small or large,
modular kitchen interiors can be applied to every
size matching your style and requirement. Common
modules included are chimney, shutters, shelves,
cabinets, sink, pull-out units and baskets

Our private sanctuaries where we retreat to every
night and escape the stresses of the outside world.
Throughout our lives. We let big furniture pieces set
the tone, while accent pieces, lighting, and color define your personal style.

Lighting For Interior Home Shabby Chic Swedish Decor. The following Lighting For Interior Home Shabby Chic Swedish Decor, is the latest from Lighting
design ideas for your interior house.

In the bathroom, consider accessorizing with artwork on the walls, as well as toiletry and toothbrush
holders, towel racks, towels and decorative soaps.
We understand the ultimate demand from your
thoughts, and we try to apply the latest best.

Window and doors are the most significant area of
your home and office décor. We also apply the latest
style and concept which makes the highest impression of tor dreams, and as well as your space saving
area also.

Latest television unit can make tour decoration the
extreme thoughts of art and style.
We also expert to design and installation the latest
T V Unit, as per your space and demand

Landscape architecture is the design of outdoor
public areas, landmarks, and structures to
achieve environmental, social-behavioural, or
aesthetic outcomes.

The ultimate office décor, where we concern
about our best design, best quality of products,
and the best space saving idea.

Versatility: We believe in the synthesis of traditional interiors with modern styles - as both heritage &
modernization are essential ingredients to adhere to the modern requirements.
Our magic touch does wonders to your interior dreams - making the Colonial, Imperial, Victorian, European, Ethnic, Folk -based Interiors translated into realistic dimensions at domestic households or posh
office complexes.

F 247, B P Township,
Kolkata 700094
Call at : 9830044280
mail at : charufurniture@gmail.com
www.charuwurniture.com

